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Song: Mere Dil Mein Aaj Kya Hai  
Lyricist: Sahir Ludhianvi

Mere dil mein aaj kya hai  
To hamen n dhoondh paae  
Koii dhoondhne bhi aaee  
To hamen n dhoondh paae  
Tu mere karih chhaa de  
Mere karih chhaa dhoondh  
Tu mere karih chhaa de  
Mere karih chhaa dhoondh

Tere jhol fhir sambhaa  
Tere maang fhir sanaa dhoondh

Mere dil mein aaj kya hai  
To kheh to mere bataa dhoondh

Mujo dedita banakar  
Mere baajoo mue aakar  
Teraa daad chhaen paae  
Teraa daad chhaen paae  
Tere geesuoo mue chhaakar  
Meh jhaan ke gum shuula dhoondh  
Tere geesuoo mue chhaakar  
Meh jhaan ke gum shuula dhoondh

Mera phaar kah phala hai  
Meh tujo chhaa banaa dhoondh  
Mera phaar kah phala hai  
Meh tujo chhaa banaa dhoondh

Mere dil mein aaj kya hai  
To kheh to mere bataa dhoondh

Koii dhoondhne bhi aaee  
To kheh to mere bataa dhoondh
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